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CORRECTION TO EXISTENCE OF 

SOLUTION FOR GENERALIZED 

MULTIVALUED VECTOR VARIATIONAL 

INEQUALITIES WITHOUT CONVEXITY

Mee-Kwang Kang

In [3], the authors proved the following mam result using Bardaro 
and Ceppitellfs generalization [1] of F-KKM Theorem in [2], for H- 
KKM multifunctions on H-spaces.

Theorem Let (X, {1*}) be an H-Banach space, and . x G 
X} be a family of closed pointed convex cones with nonempty interior 
znt C(x) %n ordered Banach spaces Y.

Assume that
1°. A : L(X,y) 一〉L(X,y) is a continuous mapping.
2°. T : X 2지*丫) be a compact valued, continuous multivalued 

mapping, where £(X, Y) is equipped with the weak topology.
3°. The multivalued mapping W(x) = Y\{—int C(a?)} is upper semi- 

continuous.
4°. For each y E X} By = {x E X : Bw E such that {Awyx 一 

y) G —intC(x)} is H-convex or empty.
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5°. There exists a compact set L U X and an H-compact set E C X 
such that for every weakly H-convex set D with E U D U X

{y € D ： 3w € T(y) such that (Aw^x — y)^ — mtC(x), 

for all x G D} C L.

Then the following generalized multivalued vector variational in
equality (GMVVI) is solvable;

(GMWI) Find xq e K such that for each x E K. there exists % G 
T(xq) such that

(Asq^x — xq)牛—int C(xq).

In this note, we point out some mistakes of the proof and correct 
them.

Mistake 1. Since the following two xqs in the inequality

(Asq, x 一 xq} £ —int C(xo)

of the (GMVVI) are same each other, to solve the (GMWI), the 
inequality

(Aw, x — y)丰—int

in the conditions 4°, 5° and the definition of F{x) in the Proof of 
Theorem 2 must be changed into the inequality

(Aw.x 一 饥 £ 一int

Mistake 2. In the Proof of Theorem 2, the authors explained
“Since yn E F(x) for all n, there exists tn € such that …”.
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And then they used the compactness of T(y) for the fixed y to obtain 
the limit of the sequence {tn}. They obviously mistook y instead of

They should have taken yn for all n, and maybe they should have 
used the compactness of for each n according to the definition 
Of F(y).

Mistake 3. In the Proof of Theorem 2, the authors did not explain 
what the sequence {xn} and the point xq are. Maybe they mistook the 
sequence {xn} and the point xq instead of and g，respectively.

Now we correct the Proof of Theorem 2.1 m ［이 by using the upper 
semicontinuity instead of the continuity of the multivalued mapping 
T ： X T 2'(xy)也 the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1.

For our proof, we need the following lemma.

Lemma. Let X, Y be topological spaces and W : X —> 2丫 a mul
tivalued mapping. If Y is regular, and W 蹌 closed valued and upper 
semicontmuousj then the graph Gr(W) of W ts closed.

Proof Let {xa} and {y^} be nets in X and Y, respectively such 
that Xa —» ya € I卩Qz) and ya —> g Assume that y°《 阳(z()))

then by the regularity of K, there exist neighborhoods U and V of 
yo and W(瓦) respectively such 난lat U nV — 0. Since W is upper 
semicontinuous, there exists a neighborhood M of xq such that for 
xa E Af, C V. Hence for E M, W(xo^) C U =(眼 which
contradicts the fact that ya T M).

Now we show that F{x) is closed for all x e A? by using the upper 
semicontinuity of the multivalued mapping T : X -今沙咨丫) as the 
following Correction.
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Correction. Define a set-valued mapping F : X 2X by, for x E X

F(x) = {爹 € X I there exists

w e T(y) such that [Aw^x — £ —int C(?/)}.

Let {%} be a net in. F(x) such that 9a T 的 € X. Then for each 
a € I, there exists wa € T(y£) such that

〈4也企注一阳〉£ 一intC(阳).

Hence the net {wa} clusters at some point wq G T(?/o)- In fact, suppose 
that {wa}ae/ does not cluster in L(X, V). Then t e T(^o) is not a 
cluster point of the net so that there exists an open neighborhood 
U(t) of t such that t/(t) n {wa\a € 1} is finite. Since {U(t) : t € 
T(?/o)} is an open cover of a compact set T(跳)))there exists a finite 

m
subcover {U(tt)\i = 1,2, • • • ,m} of T(j/o)- Since U := {J U{ti) is a 

t=i
neighborhood of T(t/o), by the upper semicontinuity of T at 如，there 
is a neighborhood V of 如 such that T(V) C U・

On the other hand, since 秘 T ys there exists ao E I such that m
ya eV £or a > qq- Therefore e T (잉 Q G T(V) U U = U U(") for 

a > ao, and so {wa\a E Z}nC/(ij) is infinite for some j £ {1,2,…,m}. 
That is a contradiction to the choice of U0). Thus we can choose a 
convergent subnet {wp} of the net say wp —> wq. Without loss 
of generality,, we can assume that —> wq. Since wa E T(z/a) and
ya 一> 統), fi?om the upper semicontinuity of T, wq e 꼬(go), and from 
the continuity of &

(Awa,x- ya) t (Aw0,x- ya).

Since Awq is continuous from the weak topology of X to the weak 
topology of Y

(Awq.x- y^} T (Awq,x — yo) weakly in Y.
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Since
(Awa,x- ya)牛-int C(ya),

or
(Awa,x 一 ya) e 硏％),

and W is closed-valued and upper semicontinuous, by Lemma

{Aw0,x 一 y0) e W(m)),

that is,
(Aw0,x- y0) £ -int Cg.

Therefore y° e F(x) and so F(x) is closed for every x E X.
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